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NHS Community, 
Yesterday was a perfect illustration of how quickly things are changing on a 

daily basis. Keep checking your email as things continue to evolve! Flexibility and 
adaptability will be essential for all of us as we navigate through this. 

 

For now, as Dr. Gutekanst said, our path in Needham remains the same. Our 
regular classroom work at NHS is on pause for the next two weeks. This week 

is an off week and next week we will provide a range of enrichment opportunities for 
students. We'll continue to look at how best to return to some level of instruction in 

an online format in the time beyond these two weeks. More will certainly come on 
this topic.  

 
Our pause means that work that had been put in motion before last Thursday will not 

continue until we 'unpause' in the future. A small number of assignments that just 
needed to be handed in may still be, but nearly all of them are simply paused; the 

assigned due dates do not apply any longer. Teachers are well aware of this pause as 
well.  

 
Our entire staff spent today thoughtfully and collaboratively planning for a great 

range of enrichment activities for next week. Teachers will be reaching out to 

students on Monday the 23rd to communicate information about the enrichment 
activities and to let students know when their office hours will be during the week. 

Counselors and other important figures in your students lives will also be connecting 
with them during this time. We want to remain as connected and as in touch as 

possible throughout this break in our usual school days.  
 

While we are in the break, please continue to practice thorough social distancing and 
avoid gathering in groups. The more restrained we can be now, the quicker our whole 

country can work through this.  
 

I will reach out routinely in the coming days and weeks with more information. 
Below, I also address some of the questions that I know people have at the moment. 

One Note: all of the answers are AS OF RIGHT NOW; things truly are changing 
constantly. If any of these answers do change, I will let you know. 

 

Take care and be well, 
Aaron Sicotte 

 

• Graduation is still planned for Sunday, June 7th.  
• April break is still planned as a vacation. 



• Currently, we still plan to test for English, Math, and Science MCAS. These 
tests are state requirements and any changes must go through the legislature.  

• We are also planning to offer Advanced Placement tests as originally 
scheduled. The College Board is trying to work through this pandemic as well, 

so we still have more to schedule and work out.  
• The Governor's announcement means at the earliest, NHS will reopen on 

Tuesday, April 7th.  
• We will be adjusting the date for the end of term 3; I'll have more details 

soon on this.  
• NHS is truly closed and can not be accessed from this afternoon through 

the end of our break.  

 

 


